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Today's News - June 22, 2005
Huxtable pulls no punches re: NYC's "planning vacuum." -- NIST recommendations for building safer skyscrapers likely to spark debate. -- Rybczynski contributes to the debate. -- Tear-downs
and mini-mansions raising hackles in Atlanta (and elsewhere). -- A grand solution for LA's Grand Avenue and Sci-Arc. -- An Australian dome house challenges "good manners and
respectability." -- Kent, U.K., gets its own design champion. -- MoMA/P.S.1 Young Architects Program winner has them talking on both coasts. -- Serra puts "Gehry's architecture in the
shade."

   To subscribe to the free daily newsletter click here

The Planning Vacuum: New York stumbles into a good stadium deal...This planning
vacuum is at the root of the disaster at Ground Zero...There is always hope that something
will come out of this lost opportunity besides a necropolis with shops and offices... By Ada
Louise Huxtable- Wall Street Journal

3-Year Federal Study of 9/11 Urges Rules for Safer Towers: ...recommendations, by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology, are likely to open an intense national
debate over the costs of such changes...- New York Times

The Fear Factor: The fallacies of making Ground Zero more "secure." By Witold
Rybczynski- Slate

Fitting into intown: Incompatible infills anger neighborhoods: The din of demolition
continues to reverberate across Atlanta's intown neighborhoods as crews tear down older
houses to make way for mini-mansions...- Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Sci-Arc problem has a solution: Officials could dedicate a publicly owned parcel in the
Grand Avenue plan for the architecture institute's campus. By Christopher Hawthorne- Los
Angeles Times

Dome House, Hawthorn: Charles McBride Ryan's design strategy has fashioned an
appealing building, certainly unpredictable, which challenges customary standards of
good manners and respectability. By Norman Day [image]- The Age (Australia)

Design champion 'to enhance Kent': Architect Piers Gough...to work on projects including
plans for tens of thousands of homes in the county.- BBC News

Building his own creature feature: An experimental architect's latest project is more snake
than structure...winning entry in the MoMA/P.S.1 Young Architects Program -- Hernan Diaz
Alonso/Xefirotarch- Los Angeles Times

Hernan Diaz Alonso’s Critical Architecture: His inspirations -- science fiction, cartoons,
and the darker side of alternate worlds... -- MoMA/P.S. 1 Young Architect Program
[images]- Metropolis Magazine

Man of steel: Richard Serra's new installation at the Bilbao Guggenheim is courageous,
sublime - and even puts Frank Gehry's architecture in the shade. By Robert Hughes
[image]- Guardian (UK)

 June '05 Build Business: Presentations Wanted: Alive, Not Dead. By Carol
Doscher

 
Antoine Predock: Community Performing Arts & Learning Center, Pima Community
College. Green Valley, Arizona
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